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1. Energy demands and anti-nuclear movement

The mankind energy demands are expected to be in 2050 more than twice of present level. But
a World Conference on Environment in Kyoto is expressed the concern about the releases of
greenhouses gases which could cause the climate changes. Accordingly the contamination of the
atmosphere by the greenhouse gases is becoming of an urgent problem of our civilisa-tion.
Obviously a nuclear energy is assumed to be a main aid of solving such energy problem.

But everybody knows the society is in a conflict situation- there is a powerful movement of
<<green>> forces against the nuclear power. Some people are trying firmly to stop or even to ban
the development of the nuclear power in some countries.

An analysis of the ground causes of such social phenomenon as anti-nuclear movement can
assist us in its management and future actions for development of nuclear power.

2. The roots of anti-nuclear movement

It is possible to distinguish economical, social, scientific roots of nuclear opposition.
Economical basis of nuclear energy stagnation is in not very successful competition of nuclear
engineering with fossil energy production technologies. It was caused not only by discovering
and utilisation of huge deposits of the cheep gas, but also by continuing complication of safety
systems of NPPs under the pressure of control authorities. The right way for nuclear power to
win in economic struggle a simplification of the outlines the nuclear power plants, securing the
safety with more effective methods. It is important also to use the more reliable items on the
plants for reduction a cost of maintenance, inspection and repair of equipment.

Social roots of the opposition are linked with a bad impression of the public with
demonstration of the nuclear energy. The explosions of atomic bombs, nuclear arm tests,
misfortunes with TMI-2 and Chernobyl have created a stable enmity and non-acceptance of the
all connected with <atorn>>. From other side it is known that all consequences of the accidents on
NPPs are extremely exaggerated. Great influence of Chernobyl accident has been attached with
the actions of authorities, who have arranged a massive relocation of the inhabitants of the
contaminated territories. Besides there has been introduced the compensation for living on
contaminated areas, which payments aong people were called as <<grave money>>. It has
disgusted an aversion for atomic energy.

Scientific roots of nuclear opposition are connected with very conservative approach in
radiology and radiation protection, where it was declared, that irradiation is a risky effect without
threshold and radiation detriment is proportional the doses.

3. Role of mass media in development of the public anti-nuclear mood

People are facing with various severe technological accidents or natural catastrophes. Aeroplane
crashes, traffic accidents, earthquakes, fires are being caused the losses of many lives annually.
But the reactions of public on such events differ significantly. Usually very risky activities but
with small consequences are considered as acceptable.

Besides there are military, religious conflicts, which usually are being lasted a long time,
because they are caused by disturbances of basic real or fictitious interest. But all losses in such
conflicts are considered as had been justified.
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The mass media have strongly promoted the dissemination of the fear of some events, of
radiation exposures particularly. It is specific character of that occupation to pay attention on
negative aspects of the life and aggravate many times any small effects to be noticed. As a result
a lot of terrible stories have been written and presented in cinema to frighten the public of the
awful consequences of uses of atomic energy.

The most well-known case of strong influence on public perception of nuclear power hazards is a
film China Syndrome )>, where dramatic struggle of group with different interests on the NPP is
described. The examples of big exaggerations of Chernobyl story are discussed in the paper 1].

These concentrated media pressure on population caused a great social amplification of
irradiation risk, created stable fear of radiation and as a consequence- non-acceptance of nuclear
energy.

It is warrant to recall, that scientific community has discussed the results and consequences of
Chernobyl accident on the International Conference <<One Decade After Chernobyl>> in 1996 2],
and it was recognized, that the real medical detriment is much less expected one. But it is not
influenced significantly on a public attitude to the atomic energy.

4. Scientific roots of nuclear opposition

There is also an influence on the public perception of radiation risk by the general radiation
protection rules via the declaration of the linear no-threshold (LNT) dependence of the radiation
detriments and dose of exposures. That concept is based on an unwarranted extrapolation of
data of A-bombardment of Hiroshima and Nagasaki with high levels and high rate of the
exposition to very low levels and very low rates of irradiation typical for population exposure
after NPP accident. A reflection of such approach is in a wide spread understanding that <<no
level radiation exposure is safe>>. Such conservative idea which ignore the adoptive features of
all living and has to be used only for designing purposes, has been misinterpreted in mass media
as a biological law.

Early some medical experts 3 4 have declared and tried to convince others, that effects of
small and great doses are distinguished very much because the small doses irradiation does not
injure the immune system of bodies, does not kill the cells, but in contrary can stimulate the
opposing reactions of organs of bodies. The high radiation doses are killing the cells and creating
the niduses of the potential cancers. Such efforts faced a strong resistance of radiation regulator
bodies, which representatives declared that LNT approach is prudent, simple and conservative,
and they say that a non-LNT dose-response would lead to an unmanageable regulatory
regime>>. Their efforts resulted in dissemination misinformation of the last 40 years that low-
level radiation is hazardous at any dose, while the data show that low doses are more likely to be
essential to life.

It is war-rant to mention, that French Academy of Science and American Nuclear Society didn't
agree with the linear no-threshold approach [5 6]. Now in some journals and scientific societies
an intense debates and discussion are started about LNT validity 7].

Indeed, radiation-induced malignant diseases are the most important late somatic effect in
exposed human populations by high doses caused the life-shortening. But a large body of
scientific evidence exists that low level radiation is harmless or beneficial.

5. Some technological catastrophes and Public reactions

It is interested to evaluate public reactions on various natural and technological events. Most
informative material for such analysis might be in the newspapers. If we consider the frequency
of discussion some events (earthquakes, airplane crashes and so on) on the pages of newspapers,
it will be discovered that average time of attention to these events in the newspapers is less then
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couple weeks. The newspapers as a very sensitive public devise could not keep information
about such events longer.

But discussion around TMI-2 and Chernobyl cases have lasted many years! Number of victims
of these catastrophes are insignificant small in comparison with Bhopal and other known
technological events. But an influence of these nuclear accidents on the public was enormous.
And after these events a very negative attitude to nuclear energy have wide spread in the society.
Such public reaction was called as a radiophobia or more exactly <post-accident traumatic
stress>> All such public mental disorders are very complicated for treatment.

6. Future of nuclear energy -in restoration public trust in its safety and effectiveness

Nobody doubts that a public acceptance is a key point for future nuclear energy. Recent
anti-nuclear problems can be solved by calm confident interaction with public, by careful
substitution of old troublesome image of the nuclear power on view of modem controllable
technology with high level of safety and protection of environment.

In such actions very important to convince of public that the such modem requirements of the
nuclear safety as -no large radioactive release, no emergency evacuation, no permanent
relocation of population, no restrictions on food consumption- are implemented in the
correspondent design decisions based on defence-in-depth concept. And everybody have to
know that in the case of any operational incident all consequences of disturbances will be
mitigated and real risks will be scornful small. Problem of the plants decommissioning is a very
serious. But it has to be solved on the base of optimisation of money expenses and the land uses.
It is important to convince the public, that problems of waste management are being solved by
the efforts of scientists, that there are the modem technologies for handling, treatment and
conditioning, for the reliable storage and disposal of the all types of radioactive waste. That was
confirmed on the International Symposium in Taejon, Korea [8]. It is also very important to
assure the public that the non- proliferation of atomic arms are guaranteed by international
actions.

All PR activities have to be performed with slogan: <<Without a good image in the public a
nuclear power will never recoven>.
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